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CHAPTER L THE PROGRAM

This was the successor to a 1974-7., Title I program which served learrirg

disabled children on a twice-l-week itinerant basis in 92 different schools,

city-wide. In 1974-75, Title I teachers assigned to the program had little

opportunity to interact and consult with tax-levy staff on behal.: of the

.children they served because of the itinerant nature of the Title I services.

Therefore in 1975-76, the program was re-designed so that each Title I

teacher was assigned full-time to one of 12 schools in 4 boroughs (excluding

Staten Island). as limited by funding constraints.

As set torth in the project proposal, the program sought to provide sup-

plementary individual and small group instruction to 360 youngsters diagnosed

as neurologically impaired in grades 2-6. The project was subsequently

modified to include services to some children in Kindergarten and grade I.

Title I teachers were to implement individual educational prescriptions devised

by the Evaluation and Flacement Unit, which also confirmed the neel for such

services for each youngster in the program. Each child was to be seen an

average of four times a week. Supplementary instruction was primarily intended

on behalf of improving skills in reading and math, and made use of commercial

materials published by OLM, SulliVan, Stein, Ideal, etc., as well as teacher

.'designed materials.

A noteable aspect of the program design was its intent to facilitate the

maintenance of served youngsters in the regular-class "mainstream." This was

to be accomplished not only through the supplementary individual and small

group instruction which the program provided, but also through consultation
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wrth the youngster's regular rlassroom teachers and Title T teachers abOut

youngsters' educotive strengths and weaknesses and instructional modaliri,f-,

in this regard. ^.s noted alove, the full-time assignment of Title I teachers

to a single site was predicated at least in part on the premise that this

would sharpen the litle I teacher's consultative role. In the project p.m-

posal, it was specified that consultative exchanges between Title I and tax-

levy personnel would be accomplished through regular meetings and written

reports.

As specified in the project proposal, project staff was to include 12

teacher-specialist% (as already noted), plus a guidance counselor to facili-

tate service provision and to act as liaison to the schools and related agencies,

a supervisor to ast,ure program quality control, and a project secretary. The

supervisor was responsible for recruitment and training of teacher-specialists,

who were to be selected for their educational background and experience with

neurologically impaired youngsters. Each teacher-specialist was to have a

caseload of approximately 30 youngsters. Initial training and orientation of

teacher-specialists took place in September, 1975, and there were several

additional feedback sessions throughout the school year.

To initially acquire youngsters for the program, teacher-specialists

spoke to the principals, guidance counselors and teachers in their assigned

schools and asked such tax-levy personnel -Co refer likely candidates for

supportive services. In several instances, the teacher-specialists observed

children as they functioned in their regular classes and made recommendations

for likely referrals. Subsequently, Evaluation and Placement personnel

evaluated project youngsters and typically confirmed the basis for placing

youngsters in the program.

6



CHAPTERTI: EVALUATIVE PROCEDURES

The objectives of evaluation for this project were three-fold:

1. To determine if, as a result of participation in the progrn%

neurologically impaired pupils achiev e. a statistically signifjcant improtement

in their reading scores.

2. To dutermine if, as a result of participation in the program,

neurologically impaired pupils achieve statistically significant improvement

in their mathematics scores.

3. To determine the extent to which the program as actually carried out,

coincided with the program as described in the project proposal.

The first two objectives were implemented by administering the Reading and

Math subtests of tile Peabody Individual Achievement Test to youngsters in

grades K-3 and the Reading and"Math subtests of the Stanford Achievement Test

to youngsters in grades 4-6, on a pre/post-test basis. Pre-testing was conducted

during October, 1975, while posttesting took place during May, 1976.

Data from the tests were analyzed by the "Real (Treatment) vs. Anticipated

Posttest" (Without Treatment)" design. The differences between real posttest

and anticipated posttest grade equivalent means were compared for ,statistical

significance with correlated t-tests. Separate analyses were conducted for

Reading and Math, grade by grade, and also for combined grades by academic area

according to the test which was administered (PIAT or SAT).

The third evaluation objective was implemented by means of visitations to

each of the 12 program sites, where the program was ouserved, materials were

inspected, and teacher-specialists and in some instances tax-levy personnel were
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interviewed. Each site was visited twice, once during the Fall of 1975 and

again during the Spring of 1976. In addition, discussions were held with

project personnel assembled at meetings close to the beginning and the

termination of the project.
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CHAPTER 111: FINDINGS

Of the 458 children on program registers at one timi or another throughout

the duration of the program, 363 children :cceived both pre- and post-testing

in Reading and Math. The resul,ts of these tests, reported by grade, are shown

in Tables I and 2, for reading and math respectively.

INSERT TABIES 1 and 2

Inspection of Tables 1 and 2 shows that the program objectives for improve-

ment in reading and math scores of participating youngstersis achieved to a

statistically significant extent over what would be expected without special

treatment for grades 2-5, inclusive. Improvement in math only is statistically

significant for the small group of Kindergarten children. Improvements in

reading for Kindergarten children and in both reading and math for youngsters

in grade 6 are not significantly greater than would be anticipated without

f,pecial program intervention. These results are generally supportive of

program effectiveness, although that evidently decreases with the grade level

of the children being served. It is noteworthy that when these results are

collapsed across grade levels (see Historical Regressiom De'sign Table in

Appendix A), those results which include 6thgrade students are significant

for both reading and math. This is similarily the case For reading scores

when they are coliapsed across grades to include Kindergarten students. Thus,

overall program effectiveness in terms of both reading and math is clearly

established.



Table 1

MEAN GRAPE EQUIVALENT READING ACHIEVEMENT, BY STUDENT GRADE LEVEL

Predicted Actual
Test Pre-Test Post-Test Post-Test Mean

Crade N Used Mean Mean Mean Difference

a
K 9 P1AT .73 .74 1.17 .43 1.81

i 60 P1AT .95 1.26 1.49 .23 2.58*

2 102 P1AT 1.34 1.54 ''..00 .46 7.98*-:

3 71 PIAT 1.99 2.14 2.57 43 10.82'''''

4 59 SAT 2.22 2.51 2.82 .31 3.53

5 37 SAT 2.69 2.73 2.94 .21 3.20*':

b
6 25 SAT 3.32 3.44 3.45 .01 .08

***
.05; p < .01; p < .001

a p < .20, not significant; p > .20, not significant
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Table 2

MEAN GRADE EQUIVALENT MATHEMATICS ACHIEVEMENT, BY STUDENT GRADE LEVEL

Grade N
jest
Used

Pre-Test
Mean-

Predicted
Post-test
Mean

Actual
Rost-test

Mean
Mean

Difference

**
9 PIAT 0.0 0.0 42 .42 3.96

60 PIAT .52 .86 1.53 .67 5.60***
***

2 102 PIAT 1.03 1.22 1.89 .67 8.91

3 71 PIAT 2.03 2.41 2.94 .53 7.62***

4 59 SAT 2.33 2.55 2.99 44

5 37 SAT 3.52 3.62 3.90 .28 2.54*

b
6 25 SAT 3.74 io 3.88 3.90 .02 .16

.05; p < .01; p < .001

a
p < .20, not significant; p > .20, not significant



Population Characteristics: It should be noted that there was considerable

variation from site to "site in terms-of the distribution Of grades from which

yOungsters served by the program were drawn, as well as in terms of the number

Of youngsters served at Fome point by the program. G.rade distributions varied

such that, for example, one teacher-specialist (of 12 in the project) served

ail Kindergarten children involved in the program, three other teacher-'

specialists account for 2/3 of the lst-gralers who, were served, and two still

different teacher-specialists account for almost all of the 6th-graders who

were served. Since 6th-grade children did not show significant improvement

in their reading or math achievement scores, a possible linkage between

quality of services and children served may be indicated. Further in this

regard, the two sites which served the majority of 6th-grade children in the

program were involved in turnovers of teacher-specialists about midway through

the program. Still further, when the number of youngsters carried at some
C,

point on the program registers at the various sites are compared, these range

from a low total of 31 to a high of 56, and the two highest numbers are the

same two sites with the majority of 6th-grade children just referred to.

Variations in the number of cases carried at some point on a site register are

partly a funcflon of variations in the case referral process from site to site.

That is, it appears that in a few sites there was a tendency to initially refer

some children to the special program who were achieviffg close to grade level

in one or both academic areas. Typically, these children were terminated in

the program and replaced with more appropriate cases who were in greater

need of services.
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Despite all of the foregoing, the possiFility that modalities and techoique,

used in the progral" re inapPropriate for 6th-grade children cannot be ruled

out, and this 0°a"-iQr remains for evaluation of future cycles of this or a

similar program to d
termine.

procir
Ac Liviti es

The genera
1

t'ss of the program in terms of meeting its objectives of

students' improvement n read ing and math may be taken as a considerablei

in viNaccomplishment o some of the circumstances under which the program

eratewas obliged to op
In several instances, classrooms assigned to the

project were jPPrOPjately located off the gym or the cafeteria which must

have created di oracting e ffects. In most cases, the room was either too

large or too sm0
11

'

ev
en for competent small group instruction. In one case,

the assigned room was a filthy place adjoining the gym which was apparently

'

also used for MI
meo

-ar -4phing school materials. Typically, the room was on a

high floor, and since teacher-specialists had no paraprofessional help, they

vwere obliged to
deli

chi idren from one qroup to their respective classes

and then pick uP chilQren for the next group from all over the building.

Despite the5a related factors which tended to make their work physically

east,taxing, at the l

teacher-speci,alists appeared to be responsive, good-

rgetic inhumored and ene their teaching. Furthermore, in almost all instances,

eagerchildren to participate and reluctant to leave the resource room.

On several occaysions during evaluation visits, children would come to the

door of a given resout.
ce room asking if it was rime for their session. At the

r-
very least,

teache
sAepialists had evidently been well-selected for their

wide-ranging re5P°ns1 bilities.

13
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Further in this regard, teacher-specialists were generally well pripared

for instructional sessions, varying routines and employing materials that

were appropriate for the specific groups they worked with. This was further

re.flected in the folders of participating students, which were indeed individu-

alized in their contents and foci.

While in a few instances rooms were drab and unattractive, most teacher-

specialists had decorated their rooms attractively and functionally, often

inCorporating charts to plot children's progress in several domains. In

general, teacher-specialists made the most of available space.

The Consultation Role. A primary focus of the program was to encourage inter-

actions between teacher-specialists and tax-levy personnel. The objectives cf

such interactions were multi-fold and included the need for continuity of

optimal services between resource room and regular classroom, the opportunity

to exchange observations in order to validate or perhaps revise services

provided in either setting, increasing the sensitivity of regular-class teachers

to the needs of the children being served, increasing the regular-class teachers'

sensitivity to similar needs in children they might encounter in the future,

and enhancing tax-levy personnel's confidence and skills in often being able

toirespond to such needs.

The quality of consultation varied widely among the 12 settings. In all

cases, teacher-specialists prepared summary report forms on students they

served and gave or sent those to the regular-class teachers. However, these

were supplemented or followed up with meetings which ranged from quite informal

encounters on a hit-and-miss basis, such as during lunch, to formally structured



workshops sponsored hy the school's administration, during which the tf.,cher-

specialist provided training on characteristics of children with learning

disabilities and ways to meet their needs. Such workshops took place in at

least two sites.

On the basis of interviews with teacher-specialists, it appears that

their performance as consultants was most effective when they were aggressive

about that function in seeking out tax-levy personnel and when schOol admini-

stration personnel were likely to be flexible as well as sensitive to the

needs of learning disabled children. In thiscase, the teacher-specialist

would seek and find a sympathetic ear in the school principal who would then

establish enabling machinery for the teacher-specialist to optimize her

consulting function. However, in too many instances in the program, school

administrators showed half-hearted support of the program's objectives, as

indicated by their willingness to house the site's program inappropriately,

or in two separate instances, when administration office personnel did not

know where the resource room was located even when it was identified by the

teacher's as well as the program's name.

Extent of Implementation of Recommendations from 1974-75 Program Evaluation

In the evaluation report prepared by Philip Reiss for the 1974-75 version

of this program (Function No. 09-58619), 8 recommendations were made. Each of

,those recommendations are listed verbatim below, together with an estimate of

the extent to which they were implemented in 1975-76.

1. "Provide the program only in schools in which 10 or more eligible

children have been identified. This will enable the assignment of teachers

15
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full-time (or at least for two full days) to participating schools." This

r.bcommendation appears to have been fully implemented.

2. "Simplifying the procedures by which children are identified

eligible for the program. While full clinical evaluations are importart,

their absence should not deny a child access to a needed service." This

recommendation was fully implemented, but not without some negative effect

since it was responsible for inordinately large and sometimes inappropriate

cAseloads in some sites.

3. "Increase the role of school staff in identifying children eligible

for this program." This was fully implemented, as related to Recommendation 2

above.

4. "Restric 'igibility for the program to children for whom main-
__

streaming has been recommended; children awaiting special class placements

should not be included." This recommendation was generally implemented, al-

though assessment of individual cases attached to the program by the Evaluation

and Placement Unit did lead to placemenr of some children in special classes.

5. "Replacement and/or additiclal staff selection should be based on

experience and knowledge in the education of learning disabled brain-injured

children." This was fully implemented.

6. "Increase the opportunities for teacher consultation and in-service

meetings by including some time allocation for such activities in itinerant

teachers' schedules." This recommendation was implemented in spirit if not

in practice. There was a clear emphasis in the 1975-76 program on consulting

activities, but the loss of paraprofessional support personnel led to an

increase of work load to teacher-specialists which may have been difficult to

overcome in terms of specific time allocation for consultation purposes.

16



7. "Change the title of the program to avoid attaching labels with

negative connotation to clildren served. A neutral label, such as 'Supportive

Reading and Arithmetic' might be considered." This was generally implemented,

since the program's title was changed from "Reading and Arithmetic for

Mainstreaming Brain-Injured Children" to "Mainstreaming - Supportive Educational

Services for the Learning Disabled," and many teacher-specialists put signs

on their doors referring to "Supportive Services" without negative labels.

8. "Extend the duration of the program and begin it as early as possible

in the school year." This was fully implemented since the 1975-76 program ran

for the full school year.

Teacher Training. It should finally be noted that the orientation sessions

conducted by the program supervisor were highly informative and exceptionally

well-organized, as well as providing a free and open forum for resolution of

teacher-specialists' problems.



CHAPTER IV: SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary of findings. Pupils in the program overall showed clear gains in

readIng and math skills, that are attributable to the program's interventiom.

although when results were examined one grade at at time, students in grade 0

did not show significant improvement over 14hat would be anticipated withi.if

intervention. This latter finding may b( attributable to a combination or

difficulties in 2 of the 12 sites where the program was located. While

quality of instruction aopeared to be uniformly high, consult ng services b/

teacher-specialists across the program sites was more uneven. High performance

in the latter regard appeared to be associated with both the aggressiveness

of teacher-specialists in pursuing their consultant roles and the willingness

of administrators at the various sites to facilitate the consultant function

for teacher-specialists.

Conclusions. The reading and math skills aspect of the program was generally

successful, but the continuity of program effectiveness from special setting

to the regular class is less clear.

Recommendations

I. This program should be recycled because of its success in significant-

ly improving basic academic skills in a large number of students who are re-

garded as learning disabled.

2. Skills on behalf of the consulting function by teacher-specialists

should be sharpened through specialized training. Budgetary considerations

permiting, a teacher-trainer who is expert in consultation of the type re-

quired by the program should be retained.

18



3. Schools selected as program sites should be chosen on the basis

of clear evidence of the school administration's cooperation with and

sharing of the program's objectives.

4. The liaison function in the program should be expanded to increase

contact between the program and the local community, as well as with other

specialized programs in the school (e.g., ESL) whose collaborat!on would

lead to enhanced program effectiveness.

5. Opportunities should be provided for inter-visitation between

teachers.



APPENDIX A

Table 9 Ri6telical Regession Desigli (6-step Formula) for reporting norm referenced achievement tests

ill Reading and Mathematics.

In tbe Table.bolow, enter the requested assessment'inforwation about the tests used to evaluate the

effectiveness of major project componendactivitiec in achieving cognitive objectives, This form re.

qUires means obtained from .scores in the,form of grade equivalent units as processed by the 6-stcp

formula,(see District Evaluator's Nandhook Of Selected Evaluation Procedures, 1974, p. 29-31) Be-

fore completing this table, read all footnotes. Attach additional sheets if necessary.

r/r, #09-69'.0, Maildreamilir flopporLive lobiratiolia1 fl,.!rvires for Lhe

Test Number Predicted Actual Obtained
,

Compcoelt Activity Used Form Level Total Group Tesi:ed Pretest Posttest Posttest Value_ ---,----.,
Code Cole Jj.._ Pfe'Pest he Post N ;/ 131.,. V Date Mean Mean Date Mean of t....--- ......... ..........__..... ....._ ........ ....... ................ ...... _

,

0 FAT I A 309 13 275 lotil) 1.55 1.71 ri/76 2.13 12.27. p4
.... ............................wommromm.w.wm..m,..,

.

6 0 0 1 3 h ( 7 L 0 TtATA 09 i 275 0/75 1.37 1.5q 5/76 2,23 1)1,02
) r'..

...._,

.6:. 0 5 11111 6 7- 2- 0 Al' AA 125-- -14- iq7-10 75 E56- 2-.65 5/7r -2-.F2 2 7'2-,

......... 10.11111... 171........111

0 0 1, 1 h h 6 7 2 0 SAT A A 125 ih 87 10/75 3.06 4.82 5/76 5.11 4.1., p/

................... ............,

. ........ . ......- .... ...... ......................

,

1

,

1
....-- .........--...... .......----.,

,

..........

... ..... ,................,

001

001

01

.001

1/ Identify the test used and year of publication (NAT-58, CAT-70, etc.).

,Total number of participants in the activity.

: Identify the participants by specific grade level (e.g., grade 3, grade 5 ), Where several grades are cam-

bined, enter the 4th and 5th digits of de component code. ,

Number of pupils for whom both pre and post test data are provided.

21
20



APPENDIX B

Component Code

A. 113101 :1 it n

B .

C .

tal 0 1111E111111

EoU
D. 6_10 19 11.-A

PROGRAM A3STRACT

Activity Code

I 7 2 1 0 1

L7 2 0 1

1 7 1 2 1 0 ,1

OtP9-694.-x(

Objective Code

Mainstreaming - Supportive Educational Services for the Learning
Disabled (=PPS)

The program operated in 12 centers, located in public
schools distributed throuahout 4 NeT.: York City borouahs. The
teacher for each center drew students from reg:Ilar classes into
sm-.11 remedial instructional groups, following the resource room
model. Each teacher worked with 30 - 35 students from an average
of 15 different classes. Aside from providing direct instructional
services, program teachers also consulted with regular class teach-
ers about problems for students of mutual concern,os indicated in
the project proposal. However, evaluation of this program requir._
ment showed that the quality of consultation varied as an apparent
joint function of program teachers' experience and the extent of
support aiven the program by school administrators in the variol;s
centers. Program ob.jectives of sianificantly improved reading and
mathematic skills for participating students were generally achieved.

2 2
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